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43A Right side fuel tank

43B Fuel return pipe

43C Jack stands ( x4 )

43D Lock nut

33E Lock nut keeper

43F Battery compartment

AP M1,7 x4mm ( x5 )

BM M2,0 x4mm ( x3 )

JP M1,7 x4mm ( flat head x3 )
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Pass one end of 43B Fuel return pipe down into blue circled 

area between 24A Coolant bottle and 26A Air filter housing .

Turn chassis over and continue to lead 43B Fuel return pipe

vis three 23B Clamps leaving the end loose .
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43B Fuel return pipe fit along chassis panel . Note 11I Fuel

 feed pipe loose end to be used in further assembly .

Turn the chassis back on wheels , and fit 43B Fuel return 

pipe to 7E Fuel injection rail stub-pipe .
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43B Fuel return pipe fitted to 7E Fuel injection rail 

stub-pipe .

Fit 43D Lock nut to 43A Right side fuel tank niche and 

secure it with 43E Lock nut keeper and two JP screws .
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Fit 43F Battery compartment switch to 43A Right side fuel

tank on two guides ( green arrows ) and fix with two AP 

screws ( blue arrows ) .

Fit 34F Battery compartment main body into 43A Right 

side fuel tank and fix it with two AP screws ( red arrows ) . 
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Fit 43A Right side fuel tank to the niche on 22A Chassis

panel and fix with two BM screws ( top and bottom 

illustrations ) . 
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Fit 11I Fuel feed pipe loose end to the hole on 43A Right

side fuel tank ( blue arrow ) .

Fit 43B Fuel return pipe loose end to the hole on 43A Right

side fuel tank ( green arrow ) .

Test fit and nip off extra lengths of pipes to minimize bulging .
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Final views .
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Assembly drawings .


